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Abstract: Collaborative Manufacturing Scheduling (CMS) is not yet a properly explored decision making practice, although its potential for being currently explored, in the digital era, by combining efforts among a set of entities, either persons or machines, to jointly cooperate for solving some more or less complex scheduling problem, namely occurring in job shop manufacturing environments. In this paper, an interoperable scheduling system integrating a proposed scheduling model, along with varying kinds of solving algorithms, are put forward and analyzed through an industrial case study. The case study was decomposed in three application scenarios, for enabling the evaluation of the proposed scheduling model when envisioning the prioritization of internal–makespan-or external–number of tardy jobs-performance measures, along with a third scenario assigning a same importance or weight to both kinds of performance measures. The results obtained enabled us to realize that the weighted application scenario permitted reaching more balanced, thus a potentially more attractive global solution for the scheduling problem considered through the combination of different kinds of scheduling algorithms for the resolution of each underlying sub problem according to the proposed scheduling model. Besides, the decomposition of a global more complex scheduling problem into simpler sub-problems turns them easier to be solved through the different solving algorithms available, while further enabling to obtain a wider range of alternative schedules to be explored and evaluated. Thus, contributing to enriching the scheduling problem-solving process. A future exploration of the application in other types of manufacturing environments, namely occurring in the context of extended, networked, distributed or virtual production systems, integrating an increased and variable set of collaborating entities or factories, is also suggested.
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1. Introduction

Collaborative decision-making (CDM) implies an interaction and shared learning process among at least two entities, independent of both sharing the same objective or not [1,2] Although, usually, when the entities fall into a same context or business, they may also have a common goal, which can either occur in the context of traditional or in extended manufacturing environments (EMS) or in agile or virtual enterprises (A/VE), along with cyber physical systems [1–8]. The CDM processes are of the utmost importance nowadays, in the Industry 4.0, once enabling and promoting the interconnection and interoperation among integrated entities, either persons and/or communication and processing devices, along with diver kind of machines, horizontally and/or vertically integrated through the [I]IoT ([Industrial] Internet of Things), and supported by appropriate middleware, tools, systems, and platforms [9–13].
In this paper a model is proposed for collaboratively solving a manufacturing scheduling model, which consists of an extension of the well-known Jackson’s model that enables to define the production sequence of a set of jobs to be processed in a classical job shop environment, integrating just two machines or work centers [14]. The proposed scheduling model, besides being applicable to solve classical job shop scheduling problems, with two or more machines, can further be applied for solving scheduling problems occurring in EME or A/VE, integrating two or more factories, for the execution of the jobs, through a distributed manufacturing environment [15].

The proposed scheduling model consists of a novel contribution, as, as far as our knowledge, existing contributions are usually more specific, regarding either its application domain (kind of manufacturing environment) or the approach used for solving the scheduling problem, usually based on some specific or reduced combination of solving algorithms. Instead, through our proposed scheduling model, different approaches or methods/algorithms can be applied or combined to solve a set of underlying sub scheduling problems. Thus, being able to vary from the application of pure mathematical or optimization algorithms, up to the use of varying kind of meta-heuristics or be based on machine learning or agent-based approaches, among others [5,16–18].

In order to properly present the contribution put forward in this paper, it is organized as follows. In Section 2, a summarized overview of manufacturing scheduling approaches is presented. In Section 3, the proposed interoperable manufacturing scheduling system is briefly described. In Section 4, the proposed collaborative manufacturing scheduling model is put forward, for being further explored, in Section 5, through an illustrative example of application. A further analysis and discussion of the main results obtained through the application of the proposed scheduling model is also included in Section 5, by using three different application scenarios. Finally, in Section 6, the main conclusions, along with future work suggestions, are provided.

2. Manufacturing Scheduling Evolution

2.1. Scheduling Problems and Solving Approaches

Manufacturing Scheduling (MS) refers to the execution of a set of tasks or operations, usually also referred as jobs, at defined times on specific production resources or machines, also frequently mentioned as processors, workstations or work centers, and which can be locally available at a given shop floor or geographically distributed among factories or companies [19–22]. The tasks can be sequential and/or occur in parallel, among the production resources [23–29].

Other definitions of Manufacturing Scheduling are presented in [25,26], who describes, Manufacturing Scheduling as the part of the MPC (Manufacturing Planning and Control) that is responsible for the distribution of the operations by available resources, in order to optimize one or more performance measures. Pinedo & Chao, in 1999 [25] did define Manufacturing Scheduling as the process that distributes limited resources across activities, in order to optimize the company’s productive capacity, or any other performance measure.

In the meantime, Baker & Trietsche, in 2009 [24], described Manufacturing Scheduling as the decision process that seeks to answer the questions: “What is the best way to distribute resources across operations, to optimize a given performance measure? Besides, “What is the manufacturing sequence and/or production schedule that optimizes a given performance measure?”.

Scheduling problems belong to a much broader class of combinatorial optimization ones that are difficult to solve, being called NP-hard problems. These problems are characterized by having a vast set of possible solutions, which have to be explored in the space of possible solutions for the problems under consideration.

Additionally, to being combinatorial optimization problems, MS problems are also usually dynamic, due to the dynamisms that arise from the real time arrival of new tasks to be scheduled and further to the availability of the production resources, which does also dynamically change over time. These two aspects combined turn industrial scheduling
problems quite difficult to solve, which are thus usually solved by using different kind of heuristic methods, for instance, based on constraint programming or a widened set of diverse types of other heuristics or meta-heuristics, such as, Genetic Algorithms, Simulated Annealing or Tabu Search, among other meta-heuristics or approaches, for instance, based on Neural Networks, or Fuzzy Logic, among others [30,31].

Job shops are production systems’ configurations which are arranged in such a way that permits them to take a superior advantage of more or less diversified production and in varied quantities, generally, and currently, in relatively small quantities. These manufacturing systems are usually further arranged according to a functional logic, e.g., grouped according to the functions or processes they perform, enabling different workflows, which provides this kind of production system a popularity or relative advantage when compared to other types of configurations or production systems, more limited or oriented to some kind of products of product families, such as the flow shops.

Although, similar to what happens in other kinds of manufacturing systems, in these kinds of job shop manufacturing environments, things rarely go as expected. This can occur due to several reasons, for instance, due to cancelled scheduled jobs and/or to the arrival of new jobs, namely with a higher priority. Moreover, this usually happens because given resources become unavailable and/or that new resources are considered. Besides, some other disturbances may occur on the shop floor, namely some scheduled tasks that take more or less time than planned, or tasks that arrive earlier or late. Further, other turbulences that may happen can be related, for instance, to machine failures, to operators’ absence or to the unavailability of production tools and/or materials.

Besides, also some given production schedule might become unfeasible because of some unforeseen real time situation occurring on the shop floor. When this happens, a new schedule has to be generated to restore the manufacturing system performance by executing rescheduling, dynamic scheduling or also so-called a real-time scheduling [32,33].

The manufacturing scheduling problems are continuous and dynamic by nature, and a solution will quickly become obsolete. For example, a number of jobs are scheduled, and before all the jobs are processed, new jobs are released on the shop floor, making the solution obsolete before even being executed. Considering that classical, static, scheduling become non-optimal as soon as new manufacturing orders are launched into the shop floor [34,35], it is necessary to find ways to adapt scheduling solutions to the dynamic nature of the problem. Dynamic scheduling can be classified as Reactive, Predictive-Reactive and Proactive Scheduling, depending on how the initial solution is conceived and how it is adapted to changes in the characteristics of the problem [36]. Whenever it is necessary to adapt the solution to the changes in the problem, it is important to determine if an obsolete solution can be adapted to accommodate the changes in the problem, or if it is necessary to devise a completely new solution. Finally, it is necessary to determine when a solution is considered obsolete, that is, if the rescheduling is event-oriented, for example, whenever there is a change in the characteristics of the problem, or if the rescheduling happens periodically.

There are different kinds of approaches that can be used for establishing production schedules, varying from enumerative algorithms to the application of simple priority rules. Moreover, these approaches can be based on pure mathematical programming models or use simulation technique among other approaches [5], for instance, based on multi-agents, among others [18,24,37–39].

2.2. The Jackson’s Scheduling Model

Jackson, in 1956 [14] proposed a model for scheduling a set of jobs in a job shop integrating two machines (A and B), by sequencing the jobs according to the following order, on each one:

In which \( \{A\} \) represents the set of jobs that integrate just one operation, and which has to be processed on machine A, \( \{B\} \) represents the set of jobs that integrate also just one operation, and which has to be processed on machine B, \( \{A,B\} \) represents the set of jobs with two operations, in sequence, as in a flow shop, being the first one to be processed on machine A, and the second one on machine B, and \( \{B,A\} \) representing also a set of jobs in a reverse order of processing, e.g., being the first operation to be processed on machine B, and the second one on machine A. These flow shop scheduling sub problems, with two machines, are solved by the traditional Johnson’s rule, and the single machine ones by applying simple sequencing rules, e.g., the Shorted Processing Time (SPT) [14].

2.3. Scheduling Process Complexity

Scheduling processes are complex in nature, particularly the ones occurring in job shop environments [16], as is the case of the classical job shop scheduling problem, where the scheduling problem complexity grows exponentially, with the increase in the number of sets of machines to order, according to the number of machines or work centers available in a job shop. The complexity of a job shop scheduling process can thus be analyzed by using the equation 1, resulting in the number of arrangements of machines to be considered for the jobs to be processed, being \( m \) the set size, i.e., the total number of machines in the sample, and \( p \) the subset size, i.e., the number of machines to be selected from the sample.

\[
A(m, p) = \frac{m!}{(m - p)!}
\] (1)

For example, in the simplest case of a job shop with just \( m = 2 \) machines (A, and B), as described in the Section 2.2, about the application of the Jackson’s sequencing process of a set of \( m \) machines, it will be necessary to sequence or order four sets of machines, as follows: \( \{A\}, \{B\}, \{A,B\}, \) and \( \{B,A\} \), which is calculated through equation 1 by \( A(2,2) + A(2,1) = 2 + 2 = 4 \) sets of machines.

This job shop scheduling process complexity grows exponentially, and Figure 1 and Table 1 show this very fast increase in this complexity of the scheduling process, when increasing the number of machines up to 10, reaching 9,864,100 sets of machines to be sequenced. Therefore, it turns out to be of utmost importance to further explore alternative scenarios for carrying out the scheduling process, among a set of collaborating entities or even factories, for instance, in the context of EME or VE that jointly perform a scheduling process.

![Figure 1. Relation between the number of machines and the number of sets of arrangements of machines to order.](image-url)
Table 1. Problem complexity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nº Machines</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>109,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>986,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9,864,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Interoperable Manufacturing Scheduling System

3.1. Scheduling System Architecture

In this work, a developed interoperable manufacturing scheduling system (IMSS) was used for solving problems occurring in different kind of more or less complex manufacturing environments, namely in a job shop, by enabling to decompose them into simpler ones through a proposed scheduling model that is an extension of the Jackson’s model for enabling to solve general job shop scheduling problems with three or more work centers, by concatenating the partial solutions or schedules to form a complete solution for the whole original problem carried out by using a central or core scheduling system (CSS).

In Figure 2, the architecture of the IMSS is shown, for an application example, occurring in an industrial company, which integrates three work centers (WC1, WC2, and WC3). This IMSS architecture includes thus the CSS, and which is interconnected with the work centers, enabling data sharing with the shop floor’s operational level, and by enabling to automatically acquire data through RFID and store it in a local database, along with further processing through the use of smart objects and additional devices and technology [5,40,41]. Moreover, the CSS is linked to a pre-processing module, which permits the insertion of information arising from the clients’ orders that is also inserted in the corresponding supporting database, and the whole set of information (joint factory and clients data) is subject to a pre-processing function of the IMSS, for data analysis, filtering and other pre-processing procedures, namely for dealing with incomplete data, with the support of historical data sets processed, along with methods for uncertainty treatment, based on dynamic, and fuzzy based approaches [42–44] (Figures 3 and 4).

The CSS includes a set of scheduling problems solving algorithms, varying from simple heuristics and dispatching rules up to more complex ones, namely based on a diverse kind of heuristics, and meta-heuristics [32,45], along with other AI-based approaches, for instance, based on machine learning [46], and others, namely based on cluster analysis [18].

The IMSS does further include a post-processing module, which permits the selection of a considered best suited solution for a given scheduling problem, based on a comparative analysis of existing alternative solutions, through their quality evaluation, according to the specific companies’ needs and preferences, namely regarding the higher or lower importance or priority assigned to different kind of performance measures, varying between internal and external ones, corresponding to the relative importance that is given, at a given time period, to factories objectives, namely based on production times and/or on client’s oriented objectives, for instance, related to orders due dates, correspondingly. Besides, this post-processing module does further enables us to compare the generated scheduling solutions with historical information, and to dynamically update this repository.
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Figure 2. Interoperable manufacturing scheduling system architecture.

| POST PROCESSING | Data post processing and analysis | Newly generated solution comparison with historical data and scheduling data and knowledge based updating |
| Solution selection | Best suited solution selection and quality evaluation |

| CORE PROCESSING | Alternative solutions evaluation | Alternative scheduling solutions generation, analysis and evaluation |
| Scheduling algorithms execution | Selection and execution of appropriate algorithms for each scheduling sub-problem |

| PRE PROCESSING | Data analysis, filtering, and pre-processing | Shop floor and clients' orders joint data organization, analysis, and pre-processing |
| Data collection | Automatic data acquisition from the shop floor and data from the clients orders |

Figure 3. Scheduling framework.
Figure 4. Scheduling system interface illustration.

3.2. Ilustrative Scheduling System Interface

The CSS has different kind of processes, through three levels, as expressed in the Figure 3, and by using appropriate interfaces, as illustrated in the Figure 4, which is about a module of the IMSS that enables to access past scheduling data, namely for being compared with some current or new data, and perform specific processes accordingly, namely for dealing with current incomplete or uncertain data about the processing times of some jobs to be scheduled, by applying appropriate data processing models and methods [5,44].

At the first level, the CSS permits automatic data collection and storage arising from the shop floor, along with its integration with information from the clients orders, and its further joint processing, namely for dealing with uncertain or incomplete data, and its further treatment to reach proper data sets for solving a given scheduling problem.

The second level is about the access, selection and execution of diverse kinds of scheduling algorithms put available through the CSS of the IMSS, through the resolution of each sub problem underlying a given scheduling problem, based the proposed scheduling model, which is going to be further described next, in the Section 4.1.

Finally, at the third level the CSS enables further data post processing and analysis, namely for composing a global or complete solution for the scheduling problems considered, also based on the proposed model, and by further enabling other deeper solutions analysis, for instance, based on multivariate data series analysis methods [5,47].

4. Collaborative Scheduling

In this section is briefly described a proposed collaborative manufacturing scheduling (CMS) approach, based on a scheduling model that results from an extension of the Jackson’s job shop scheduling model, in order to permit the resolution of more complex problems, for instance, occurring in varying kind of job shop manufacturing environments.

4.1. Proposed Scheduling Model

The proposed scheduling model for enabling CMS, based on the original approach proposed by Jackson, in 1956 [14], enables to establish the sequencing order of a set of
jobs in a classical job shop environment, composed by two or more machines or work centers. Therefore, in this paper, this Jackson’s scheduling approach is extended, in order to schedule jobs in a wider set of machines or work centers or any other kind of production units or factories, which may further be geographically dispersed.

In order to enable to carry out manufacturing scheduling of a set of n jobs in a general job shop manufacturing environment, integrating more than two machines, either in the context of a conventional or classical job shops or occurring in the context of some distributed manufacturing environment, were jobs have to be scheduled to be processed through a set of production units or factories or locally, by a set of machines or work centers, an extension of the Jackson’s model is put forward. This model is represented next, for sequencing jobs in a set of three machines or work centers, defined as A, B, and C, by exploring four possible alternative sequences for processing the jobs in those work centers.

**Work Center A**

Sequence 1:


Sequence 2:


Sequence 3:


Sequence 4:


**Work center B**

Sequence 1:


Sequence 2:


Sequence 3:


Sequence 4:


**Work center C**

Sequence 1:


Sequence 2:


Sequence 3:


Sequence 4:


In this proposed extended model, besides the previous scenarios related to the two machines job shop sub problems, considered in the Jackson’s model, there are further included other job shop scheduling sub problems, with two machines ([A,C],[B,C],[C,A],[C,B]), and job shop sub problems with three machines ([A,B,C],[A,C,B],[B,A,C],[B,C,A],[C,A,B],[C,B,A]). These can be solved by using the Johnson’s rule for three machines or some other kind of approach, for instance, the Branch-and-Bound (B&B) algorithm by Ignall and Schrage, in 1965 [48], among other approaches, including different kinds of heuristics or meta-heuristics or other AI-based approaches [5,18,45].

As the number of machines/work centers increases, the number of alternative sequences for ordering the sets of jobs for each machine increases too, but fortunately this does not necessarily increase the complexity of the primary scheduling processes, once the number of sets of jobs remains the same, for each alternative sequence to be considered on each machine or work center. Besides, the complexity related to the sequencing problem...
inherent to ordering the jobs in each corresponding set, requires an extra effort for establishing the alternative sequences for each machine, which turns out to be another additional operation, requiring the examination of the alternative sequences, and the calculation of the performance measure associated to each sequence for the selection of the best one, for each valid or possible complete schedule for each machine/work center. Therefore, the best final sequence of jobs on each machine has to be validated, regarding its feasibility, for each problem instance, while aiming, for instance, at the minimization of the total completion time of the jobs or makespan.

This model can be extended to solve more complex scheduling problems, occurring in job shops with more than three machines or work centers, by using a similar general logic as it was illustrated for the case of a classical job shop with three machines/work centers. Therefore, in these, more complex job shop scheduling environments, the underlying sub-problems to be solved turn out to be increasingly more complex too, with the appearance of more complex underlying flow shop problems, including a higher number of machines/work centers (4, 5, etc.), thus requiring appropriate algorithms, which tend to be more complex too, and this complexity continues to rise when the number of jobs increases, as well as the number of possible alternative sequences for processing the sets of jobs to be further evaluated to reach a final solution for each machine/work center. Thus, with the increase in complexity of the problems it becomes more important to explore different heuristics or meta-heuristics, along with other kinds of approaches, for instance, based on varying kind of AI based ones, to approach corresponding sub-problems [5,18,45].

5. Scheduling Case Study in a Job Shop Environment under Three Different Scenarios

The proposed model for supporting CMS can be implemented through diverse kind of scenarios, considering different priorities attributed to the so-called internal (scenario 1, Sc1) and external (scenario 2, Sc2) performance measures, for evaluating the quality of the solutions obtained, varying from purely or 100% internal or external, to intermediate situations that consider different weights attributed to the internal versus external measures, namely by considering the same importance associated to both kind of measures (scenario 3, Sc3, with 50%–50% for each kind of internal and external performance measure).

In the Tables 2 and 3 is shown the data from a clothing company about two scheduling problem instances (5 and 27), among a set of thirty analyzed, which include the deadlines (di) and the processing times of the operations of a set of ten jobs (Ji) that belong to a same family of products, and are executed in the corresponding work centers (WCj: WC1, WC2, and WC3), being the operations measured in time units (t.u.).

### Table 2. Scheduling problem (instance 5) data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WCj\Ji</th>
<th>J1</th>
<th>J2</th>
<th>J3</th>
<th>J4</th>
<th>J5</th>
<th>J6</th>
<th>J7</th>
<th>J8</th>
<th>J9</th>
<th>J10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Op.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>WC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>WC3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>WC3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>WC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Scheduling problem (instance 27) data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WCj\Ji</th>
<th>J1</th>
<th>J2</th>
<th>J3</th>
<th>J4</th>
<th>J5</th>
<th>J6</th>
<th>J7</th>
<th>J8</th>
<th>J9</th>
<th>J10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Op.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>WC3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>WC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>WC2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>WC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>WC3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>WC1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>WC3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>WC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1. Internal Performance Oriented Approaches–Scenario 1

In the case of an absolute importance or priority is given to the satisfaction of internal performance measures, such as the typical total or maximum completion time of a set of jobs to be processed in the manufacturing system (makespan) and/or other production time-oriented measures, like the sum or the mean flow time of jobs, through appropriate optimization algorithms selected, available from the whole set of CSS’s scheduling algorithms.

5.2. External Performance Oriented Approaches–Scenario 2

In the case of an absolute importance or priority being given to the satisfaction of external performance measures, typically based on the accomplishment of deadlines or due dates for the jobs, namely measures through the number or tardy jobs (Nt), and/or through other more or less closely related performance measures, such as the maximum tardiness of jobs (Tmax), among others, namely the mean lateness of the jobs, also appropriate optimization methods that have to be selected, from the whole set of scheduling algorithms put available through the CSS of the IMSS to solve them.

5.3. Combined Performance Oriented Approaches–Scenario 3

In the case of the same importance or priority is given to the satisfaction of internal and external performance measures, thus oriented to jobs’ production times and deadlines, by using a 50–50% weighting that has to be attributed to the corresponding solving methods selected from the whole set of scheduling algorithms available through the CSS of the IMSS.

6. Scheduling Model Application Analysis and Discussion

In Figure 5 are expressed the performance measure results obtained for the thirty problem instances that were run under the corresponding application scenarios previously described. These results are thus organized in three groups, from the upper to the lower level, associated to the scenarios 1, 2 and 3 (Sc1, Sc2, and Sc3) about: the maximum completion time of jobs (Cmax), the maximum tardiness of jobs (Tmax), and the number of tardy jobs (Nt), correspondingly.

![Performance measures results](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Performance measures’ values of the thirty scheduling problem instances from scenarios 1, 2 and 3.

The mean values obtained through the execution of the thirty problem instances under the scenarios Sc1, Sc2, and Sc3, for the Cmax, Nt, and Tmax performance measures, correspondingly, are expressed in Figure 6.
In terms of the Tmax the best mean value was reached for the scenario Sc1, by also applying the SPT rule to the sets of jobs with one operation, along with the Johnson’s rule for solving the sets of jobs to be processed in two work centers flow shops, and an adapted version of the Ignall & Schrage’s B&B algorithm to the set of jobs with three operations, to be processed in three work center flow shops, for minimizing the maximum tardiness of the jobs.

In the Figures 7–9, are shown the Gantt charts about the best solutions found for the scenarios Sc1, Sc2, and Sc3, correspondingly, after the application of the proposed scheduling model presented in the Section 4.1, for the compilation of the complete sequence of the jobs to be processes in the corresponding work center, and once selected the best one.

Figure 6. Mean performance measures’ values of the scheduling solutions from scenarios 1, 2 and 3.

The analysis of this Figure 6 permits to realize that the best mean value of the makespan (Cmax) about the thirty problem instances run was obtained in the scenario Sc1, by applying the Shorted Processing Time (SPT) rule to the sets of jobs with just one operation, along with the Johnsons rule for the sets of jobs with two operations, to be processed in corresponding two work centers flow shops, and the B&B algorithm from Ignall & Schrage, for the sets of jobs integrating three operations, to be processed in three work centers flow shops [5,16].

Regarding the Nt, the best mean value about the thirty problem instances run was obtained in the scenario Sc2, by applying the Earliest Due Date (EDD) rule to the sets of jobs with just one operation, along with a modified version of the Hodgson’s algorithm [5] for solving the sets of jobs with two operations, to be processed in two work centers flow shops, and an adapted version of the Ignall & Schrage’s B&B algorithm to the set of jobs with three operations, to be processed in three WorkCentre flow shops, for minimizing the number of tardy jobs.

In terms of the Tmax the best mean value was reached for the scenario Sc1, by also applying the SPT rule to the sets of jobs with one operation, along with the Johnson’s rule for solving the sets of jobs to be processed in two work centers flow shops, and an adapted version of the Ignall & Schrage’s B&B algorithm to the set of jobs with three operations, to be processed in three work center flow shops, for minimizing the maximum tardiness of the jobs.

In the Figures 7–9, are shown the Gantt charts about the best solutions found for the scenarios Sc1, Sc2, and Sc3, correspondingly, after the application of the proposed scheduling model presented in the Section 4.1, for the compilation of the complete sequence of the jobs to be processes in the corresponding work center, and once selected the best one.

Figure 7. Gantt chart about the best solution found for scenario 1 (about problem instance 5).
was reached, which enables a shorter total completion time of the whole set of jobs to be processed in the corresponding three work centers, thus further enabling its most favorable utilization rate, as just the work centers 2 and 3 (WC2, and WC3) present some relatively reduced idle time, in opposite to what happens to the work centers in the scenarios 2 and 3, on which the three work centers present idle times, being more significant ones.

Although, by further analyzing the summarized results about the performance measures values obtained for the three scenarios about Cmax, Nt, and Tmax for these corresponding best solutions, as expressed in the Table 4, it is possible to perform additional analysis.

Table 4. Best scheduling problems results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario (Sc_k)</th>
<th>Cmax</th>
<th>Nt</th>
<th>Tmax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sc1 (problem instance 5)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc2 (problem instance 27)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc3 (problem instance 27)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be realized by analyzing the Gantt charts about the best solutions obtained for each application scenario, in the Figure 7 it is visible that a more compact solution was reached, which enables a shorter total completion time of the whole set of jobs to be processed in the corresponding three work centers, thus further enabling its most favorable utilization rate, as just the work centers 2 and 3 (WC2, and WC3) present some relatively reduced idle time, in opposite to what happens to the work centers in the scenarios 2 and 3, on which the three work centers present idle times, being more significant ones.

It is possible to realize that the best solution found about the minimization of the Cmax—maximum completion time of the jobs, did occur in the scenario Sc1 (of 40 t.u.), but the total number of tardy jobs (Nt) does correspond to the worst value among the three best solutions, with 7 late jobs in the whole set of ten jobs to be processed. Contrarily, the best (minimum) value for the Nt was obtained in the scenario Sc2, with 2 late jobs, but this Sc2 did obtain the worst value for the makespan (Cmax = 57 t.u.), and also the worst value for the maximum tardiness of the jobs (Tmax = 25 t.u.), among the three best solutions.

Besides, in terms of the minimization of the Tmax, the best value was also reached in scenario Sc1, of 9-time units, very closely followed by the value obtained in the scenario Sc3 (10 t.u.). Moreover, it can be seen that this scenario Sc3 does further enable to reach a better balance between the values obtained for the three performance measures among the best three solutions reached, with a Cmax of 49-time units, and a Nt of 4 late jobs, besides the Tmax with 10-time units. Therefore, although this balance can, in general, be seen as a good solution to be adopted, once it is always visible a trade-off situation between the quality of the solutions obtained, regarding the corresponding set of internal, external, and a mix of internal and external performance measures considered, through the three application scenarios explored, clearly an indication of priorities or preferences is required, by an
experienced manufacturing management decision-maker, while selecting a considered best final solution, regarding each specific manufacturing management conditions verified at a given scheduling moment.

7. Conclusions

In this paper a proposed collaborative scheduling model was presented that consists of an extension of the Jackson’s job shop scheduling model, and its results obtained were analyzed through an industrial example of application, consisting of a set of thirty industrial problem instances from a clothing company. The model was explored under three different application scenarios, about internal, external, and combined performance measures, with the same weight, related to the total completion time of the jobs, the number of late jobs and the tardiness of the jobs being executed in a job shop environment with three work centers. The resolution of the problem instances was carried out through the selection of alternative algorithms put available through a developed interoperable scheduling system, which enables to jointly process scheduling data from a historical repository and information arising from clients, along with incomplete and uncertain data processing. Through the study carried out, it was possible to realize the benefits associated with the use of the presented scheduling system and underlying problem-solving model. One main benefit is related to the possibility of decomposing complex scheduling problems, occurring in job shop manufacturing environment in simpler sub-problems that can be solved individually and then the partial solutions combined to obtain complete alternative solutions for the whole problem to be further analyzed in order to select the one considered best suited in a concrete manufacturing management situation. Moreover, the scheduling algorithms can be selected from a set of varying kind of algorithms put available through the interoperable scheduling system, which range from simple dispatching rules up to more complex ones, for instance, based on branch-and-bound, among other optimization methods and underlying techniques, along with other solving methods, namely a set of heuristics, meta-heuristics, along with other AI-based approaches, including machine learning and clustering algorithms.

The application of different kind of scheduling algorithms was explored, and through the results obtained it was possible to realize that the selection of a certain final solution, will much depend on the priorities or preferences defined by the decision maker, based on each particular conditions underlying a given specific manufacturing and management situation, as each potential possible alternative solution selected will have some drawback and benefit. Although, it was possible to recognize that there are visible general or overall benefits when some weights are attributed to the different kind of performance measures to be considered, namely by using a considered 50-50 performance measures weighting or third scenario, as the alternative solutions tend to present trade-offs, while tending to the optimization of some performance measures, according to the corresponding solving algorithm used, which in this case, were divided in two main subsets, intending the optimization of the so-called internal and external performance measures.

This is a novel contribution, as far as our knowledge, existing contributions do not explore a widened range of alternative methods combinations to solve a given scheduling problem, while decomposing it into simple ones, to further enable different alternatives to concatenate them, in order to permit a wider range of alternative final or complete solutions to be evaluated for reaching a final decision about a considered best suited global solution for a specific problem to be solved. This is considered a relevant contribution for the state of the art in this domain, as it enables a set of entities (decision-makers and/or machines) to collaborate for jointly exploring alternative solutions for solving a given scheduling problem, by running different kind of scheduling algorithms for solving the sub-problems integrating the global one.

As future work, it is planned to further analyze the potential of the proposed extended scheduling model, regarding its potential additional benefits and limitations for carrying out the collaborative manufacturing scheduling in other kind of manufacturing
environments, for instance, in the context of distributed manufacturing systems subject to additional constraint, namely about the sets of jobs and their processing units.
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